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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

After the writer made the data analysis on the novel to find the moral conflict of the 

main characters: Thane Kyrell and Ciena Ree, the writer decided to make the conclusion based 

on his findings and give suggestion 

5.1 Conclusion 

 

Based on what the writer finds on the novel, Thane Kyrell and Ciena Ree faced 

each one moral conflict during Pre-war. Ciena faced moral conflict about the use of 

lethal weapon while Thane faced moral conflict about the preventive war. Both 

characters have different resolution on the conflict that they face. Ciena decided to fight 

the Rebel Alliance to save more innocent lives while Thane decided to doubt the 

Empire’s action. 

During the war Ciena and Thane also faced moral conflicts. Ciena faced three 

moral conflicts they are moral conflict about disobeying order, moral conflict of 

soldier’s moral equity and moral conflict about taking advantage on the order given by 

superior. The resolution of Ciena’s conflict are as given, in the first moral conflict Ciena 

decided to rescue the civilians, in the second moral conflict she decided to honor the 

fallen pilots who died, while in the third moral conflict she decided to use the order 

from her superior to save Thane who is on the opposing sides. Thane faced four moral 

conflicts, they are moral conflict about war slavery, moral conflict about destroying the 

military base, moral conflict about killing a friend in the opposing side of war, and the 

last one is moral conflict about leaving the fraction during the crisis. The resolution of 

Thane’s conflict are as given, in the first moral conflict Thane decided to leave the 

Empire because of their cruelty to society, in the second moral conflict Thane decided 

to join the Rebel Alliance because he shared the same idea with Wedge Antilles that 
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the Empire must be stopped, in the third moral conflict Thane decided to move on and 

strengthen his will that he will never hesitate to shoot an enemy, in the fourth moral 

conflict Thane decided not to abandon the Rebel Alliance. 

In the post war both Thane and Ciena faced the moral conflicts. Ciena faced a 

moral conflict about enemy imprisonment. Her resolution is that she decided that she 

changed her point of view about the New Republic. Both Thane and Ciena faced a 

moral conflict about the bringing the enemy to justice. Their resolution is that they make 

would let the fate decide what they are thinking. 

5.2. Suggestion 

 

For future researcher the writer suggests that they should read the sources of 

theory which is related to the theme of the novel because in this research the writer is 

able to find many knowledges from the book which is related to war. Besides that, the 

writer also suggest that the researchers should read the novel more than once because 

from the writer is able to find the moral conflict easily because the writer understands 

the plot of the novel and the part where the characters faced the moral conflicts. 
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